
Dear Gerry, 8/17/92 
mob 3cott11 a goGd reporter I've lauran sine ho wan with a Boston TV station in 1967. Ito is non in Lou immlos. The casuotto ±a titlod. "The Garriaon Tapen." the blurbine., the whole thing in monntroue. 
Good lottor to LC 	taut it won't do any or mod than whet I Dent the 

ay responsible. kihich you nhouLl have lzr now. 
wife is Jerry's office unto, colleague. !;ho is Sn 13olisdi. 

loldlo all those things could what coi-.ou Ilaturally it is hard not to euspoct n000n© is orvhestruting it. 
I suspect that by now LC Nona tun u flood of nutUnoen. too. 
It will be intnrocrUnl; to oo what let torn thxoy use otho...than th000 that praise then but Ii rt not going to spend 42/63 to find out! 
The special projects editor in Nut 	Ho used to ge Nowsweeicia Washington bureau chief. 
Ana he doen not soon to havo changed a bItt 
Ho then U.130d to discouraeo roporsxyrn frogs talkinc to zio Ilion they w.n.Wd to is.in for their own Imo-.:ledgo, not for stories. 
If ho 	Iv l ttor 	shoiLd have he'll) hin fool exactly as he is. 

Our best, 
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Dear Harold, Aug. 13, 1992 

Enclosed you will find a letter I sent off to U.S. News 
this morning. There was much more that I could have responded to but I 
thought it best to just select a few items. Also, I enclosed a copy of 
The Freedom of Information Act and Political As9assinationsi vol.I Even if 
someone just reads the back cover, it should cause them to think a bit about 
the credibility of what they published. In some ways it was almost as 
astounding as the JAMA interview of the autopsy doctors. 

fr3est 

,1,1177.1. 



TO the editor: 	 Aug. 13, 1992 

The cover story of the Aug. 17th issue, "JFK: The Untold 
Story of the Warren Commission", is mistitled. It should be: "JFK: The Told and 
Re-told Apologia for the Warren Commission". The fact remains that the Warren 
Commission's own evidence is inconsistent with and contradictory to its conclusions. 
The very first critical book on the Warren Report, Harold Weisberg's Whitewash, 
proves this redundantly. Let me address myself to just a couple of the more egregious 
errors of fact and omission in this story. 	 4 

The account of the pristine bullet (CE 399) given on p.30 is 
both false and misleading. All of the experts, when shown CE 399, testified quite 
emphatically that it was highly unlikely that that bullet could have done what 
Mr. Specter hypothesized it did. I challenge you to publish a photo (xerox copy 
enclosed) of one of the test bullets fired at Edgewood Arsenal through just the 
wrist of a cadaver (simulating just one of Connally's wounds) and compare it 
with CE 399. Moreover, your grossly flawed account ignores the fact that there 
were also bullet fragments in Gov. Connally's chest and one lodged in his thigh bone. 
Where could all of these fragments have come from the pristine bullet? 

On p.37 two of the drawings that Dr. Humes had made at Arlen 
Specter's request, prior to Dr. Humes' testimony before the Commission, are reproduced. 
Both are knowingly false. The official death certificate locates that wound nearly 
6 inches down on the President's back, "at the level of the third thoracic vertebra" 
(see skeletal chart enclosed). That is where the autopsy body chart locates it, as 
well as the bullet holes in the President's jacket and shirt. The track of that 
bullet through the President's body was never traced. And besides, how could a 
bullet striking this low, travelling on a downward trajectory, exit at the level 
of the Adam's apple, as the Warren Commission (and I guess, U.S. News) would like 
us to believe? 

Frankly, I am sick and tired of mainstream publications such as 
yours continuing the charade originally foisted on the American people by the 
Warren Commission. Whenever the opportunity arises I never hesitate to impress 
upon my students that it is a myth that we have a critical press in this country. 
Your story on the Warren Commission provides another in a long and sorry list of 
examples. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Gerald Ginocchio 

P.S. For all of the "research" you did for this so-called "untold story", how 
could you have missed the significant discussions that took place on Jan. 22 
and 27, 1964, when the Warren Commission met in secret session? Although 
I have little faith you will take the time to read the enclosed book which 
inccludes transcripts of those secret sessions and documents how they were 
obtained, I believe any objective appraisal of this and countless other 
pieces of evidence would prove, contrary to your story, that the Warren 
Commission never intended to do an objective, thorough investigation. 
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Third Thoracic Vertebra 
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Knowing the Coami5sion would not put the autopsy pictures in its record, the doctors ' had drawings code to depict the President's wounds. CE's 385 and 306 were prepared is /Larch 1964 under Rumen' supervision. These illustrations deliberately cisrepresent the back wound an a neck womd, a discrepancy of which the doctors and the Comaissioe; ers had to be aware. Buckley end Boswell had originally located the bock wound at the level of the third thoracic vertebra, depicted oa the skeletal chart here. The wound in the neck depicted in CE 385 is markedly higher than the third thoracic vertebra. . The immediate significance of this information is that a bullet entering the back at,, third thoracic vertebra and traveling at a downward angle could not emerge at the front of the throat, thus proving the autopsy report and the Warren Report wrong. 
• 
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Fig. 4. CE 399 (far left) is beautifully preserved as compared to 
similar bullets fired from the Carcano: (from lef-t to right) CE 853, 
fired through a goat's chest, CE 857 (in two pieces), fired into a 
human skull, and CE 856, fired into a human wrist. Not one of 
the three, each of which did less damage than the Commission at-
tributes to 399, emerged as undisiarted as 399. II is preposterous 
to assume that 399• could have struck so many obstructions and 
remained so undamaged. (This photograph was taken for Harold 
Weisberg by the National Archives.) 


